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As coronary artery disease (CAD) is a continuous rising global health problem, early 
detection remains to be of utmost importance. In the past decade coronary computed 
tomographic angiography (CCTA) has attributed significantly to the early detection of 
CAD. Its sensitivity and negative predictive value for detection of CAD is high, making 
this an ideal tool to rule out CAD in patients presenting with stable chest pain with low- 
to intermediate risk.1, 2 As CT technology is continuously improving, this allows for a 
shorter acquisition time and a subsequently lower radiation dose. Lowering radiation 
dose as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) remains an important strategy for 
decreasing its potential associated risk of radiation induced malignancies.  
 Acquisition timing is closely linked to shaping and timing of the contrast media (CM) 
bolus. Due to its faster acquisition times, present CT scanners bare the potential for a 
significant decrease of the injected CM volume in comparison to older CT scanners with 
longer acquisition times. Therefore, in addition to a subsequent decrease in radiation 
dose comes a targeted decrease in total injected CM volume. Reduction of total 
injected CM volume is an important goal, as potential side effects of CM application are 
the risk of development of contrast-induced nephropathy (CIN) in patients.3 In addition, 
reduction of CM volume to a minimal effective CM load can lead to a substantial 
reduction in costs.4 
 Attenuation levels of the coronary arteries >325HU are usually considered 
diagnostically sufficient for CCTA.5 Lower attenuation levels influence image quality in a 
negative way and attenuation values over 500HU may lead to underestimation of the 
degree of stenosis.6 
 In daily clinical routine, patients receive a standard CM injection bolus for CCTA, 
which is administered independently of weight, length or cardiac output. However, it 
has been shown that these individual parameters have an influence on image quality. 
For example, some patients (e.g. lower weight and/or length) require less CM than 
other patients (e.g. higher body mass index [BMI]) to reach the same diagnostic 
attenuation value.7 Not just the patient characteristics, but also different CM injection 
parameters have a substantial impact on attenuation but are presently not individually 
tailored in CM injection protocols as the influence of these parameters have not been 
defined yet. 
 A thorough understanding of the different injection parameters and its influence on 
image quality is considered a primary step towards optimization of CM injection 
protocols and subsequent reduction of total injected CM volume. This thesis 
investigated and unravelled the role of iodine delivery rate (IDR), flow rate, CM 
concentration and CM viscosity on attenuation of the coronary arteries and overall 
image quality in CCTA. The established pivotal influence of some of these injection 
parameters will help to further elaborate on and develop more individually tailored CM 
injection protocols. An individually tailored CM bolus injection will lower the chance of 
an over- or underestimation of the injected CM volume and a subsequent decrease in 
image quality. In addition, a reduction in total injected CM volume can subsequently 
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lower the associated risks that are involved by injection of CM and will also lead to a 
decrease in variable examination costs.  

TARGET POPULATION 

CCTA is carried out in patients presenting with stable chest pain with low- to 
intermediate risk to rule out CAD. As this is considered to be a relatively healthy patient 
group, it is very important to keep the necessary side effects of CCTA (e.g. radiation 
dose, CM associated allergic reactions or contrast induced-nephropathy [CIN]) to a bare 
minimum.  
 Understanding the underlying parameters influencing image quality and in particular 
attenuation of the coronary arteries is considered to be of decisive importance, as this 
will help us to further bring down these risks while optimizing the diagnostic image 
quality in this patient group. The patient will benefit from the results in this thesis, as 
optimization of CM volume will lower the possible risks associated with injection of 
iodine concentrated CM and improve image quality. An increased knowledge of the 
influence of different injection parameters on image quality in CCTA can eventually 
assist the radiologist and cardiologist in their clinical decision making to rule out or 
depict CAD. As this thesis provides more insight into different injection parameters 
influencing attenuation of the coronary arteries, the results of these studies are also of 
interest for companies that develop software that integrates different patient 
characteristics in a semi-automated injection protocol.  In addition, the results 
regarding the influence of viscosity of different CM concentrations on injection pressure 
and the benefits from injection of lower concentrated CM might be of interest to the 
companies developing contrast agents. 

INNOVATION, PRODUCTS AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The next step is directed towards integrating a broad variety in flow rates for an equally 
diverse IDR in a more individualized injection protocol tailored to BMI of the patient as 
well as other patient related parameters such as heart rate and cardiac output. The 
hypothesis that high flow rates will not lead to an increase of patient discomfort during 
injection needs to be tested in a double-blinded prospective randomized controlled 
setting (EICAR trial). In this trial, registered on ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT02462044), patient 
comfort at the injection site with usage of various different flow rates (e.g. 5.4ml/s, 
6.7ml/s and 8.3ml/s) and incidence of contrast extravasation will be evaluated. Future 
directions are targeted towards the question, which individual IDR is best suitable for 
each individual weight and length of the patient, in order to provide diagnostic 
attenuation CCTA while keeping total injected CM volume as low as possible. In 
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addition, newer generation iterative reconstruction algorithms in combination with low 
kV scan protocols and individually tailored CM application bare the potential for further 
reduction of total CM volume and radiation dose in the near future without 
compromising image quality. The challenge is to identify an optimal individual tailored 
CM injection protocol where patient’s demographic information has been integrated 
together with scan and injection parameters. 
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